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In the customer portal of Baker 

Tilly you can interact easily with 

your account manager. It 

optimises our communication 

and lets us work together 

online.
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In the mijn.bakertilly.nl online 

environment, our customers and 

personnel can smoothly and easily 

manage administrative matters. This 

yields efficiency, for you and for us.
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Log in

Once your access has been gained, you can start 

using the customer portal in three ways:

1. Via de log-in page on the website of bakertilly.nl. 

Choose the ‘people’-icon in the menu

2. Directly via mijn.bakertilly.nl and

3. Through the free Mijn Baker Tilly app (available 

in iOS and Android). 

In the log-in screen, we ask you to enter your 

username and password. Then you will receive an 

SMS code on the mobile number you have provided. 

Entering the SMS code completes the second step of 

log-in and you enter the customer portal.
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This is the dashboard of our customer portal. 

• Menu bar (top left). Click on the name of the 

subject for more options in the menu.

• My data (top right). This is the name under which 

you are logged in. Here, you can also change the 

language of the portal and your settings, such as 

your password. 

• Client (top right). If you are registered as a user at 

multiple organisations, you can switch between 

organisations here.

• Notifications (top left under menu bar). This is a 

list of outstanding tasks, information concerning 

documents to be approved, new documents for 

review and forms to be filled in.

• Apps (bottom centre). Here, you have direct 

access to the various online tools such as Exact 

Online, DizzyData (NewViews), VisionPlanner and 

Nmbrs.

Here, you have immediate access to the online 

products and services you use without needing to 

remember several passwords. You must enter 

your log-in data once via the blue button ‘Admin’ 

at the top left in the app dashboard. Then, you will 

be ‘known’ and can click directly on the icon on 

your next visit to log-in to the online tool of your 

choice. Which online services are available to you 

depends on the agreements we have made with 

you. 

• Widgets (the other blocks), namely Social, 

Messages, News, Contacts and the Twitter feed 

are supportive in nature. You can place widgets at 

a desired position on the dashboard.
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News

Here you will find the latest current news from 

bakertilly.nl. You can enter your preferences under 

‘More’, so that you are shown only the news that 

interests you.

Approval

Before we send certain documents to requesting 

parties on your behalf, such as the Tax Office, 

Chambers of Commerce or the bank, we would like 

you to view the relevant document and approve its 

contents. The menu looks like this:

• Approve. Here, you can provide your approval 

online and sent it directly to the relevant agency. 

Under this menu option, you may also be shown 

other types of documents to approve that are not 

forwarded to other agencies. This might involve a 

quotation, for example. 

• Overview. All documents to be approved and 

already approved/processed are visible here. If 

you wish, you can filter according to years and 

status.
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On the screen, you will see an overview of all 

documents that require your approval. To approve a 

document, such as a tax return or annual accounts, 

proceed as follows:

• Step 1: Choose a document and click on the 

document to view it. Everything correct? Return to 

the screen by closing the box at the top right. 

• Step 2: Click on the green ‘Agreed’ button You 

will be asked to confirm that you wish to approve 

the document. Then, click on the green ‘Agreed’ 

button again. You can only approve a document if 

you have viewed it first.

• Step 3: Go through steps 1 and 2 for all 

documents to be approved.

• Step 4: Go to ‘Confirmation & shipping’ and click 

on the button ‘Send SMS code’. 

• Step 5: You will receive the SMS code on your 

mobile phone. Enter this SMS code on your 

screen and click on the 'Send Document' button. 

The screen will then show a message that the 

document has been successfully approved and 

sent to Baker Tilly and the relevant requesting 

agencies. 

Do you not approve of the document? Then, there are 

two options.  

• Option 1: Choose 'Question?' if you have an 

additional question. You will then see a screen 

where you can ask your question and state how 

you wish us to contact you. Then, click on the 

button ‘Send’ to submit your question.

• Option 2: If you do not approve, click on the 

button ‘Not Agreed’. You can then state in a 

comment field why you do not approve. Then, 

click on the button ‘Send’.
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File

The online file contains a handy archive of important 

documents. These are stored in a safe location and 

always available to you. Topics are subdivided per 

organisation. The menu ‘File’ menu is divided into:

• Folder ‘Approval’. Here, you will see all the 

documents that you have approved. 

• Folder ‘File’. This folder contains other 

documents that we have placed in your file. 

• Folder ‘Upload’. Click on this folder to upload a 

file. Then, click on the green ‘Upload’ button at the 

top right. In the screen that appears, you can 

select one or more files and send then via the 

‘Upload’ button. As stated on the screen, your 

contact at Baker Tilly will automatically receive 

your message.
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Here you can revise data, set a new password, 

create users for personnel and authorise them to 

carry out actions in the customer portal. The menu 

looks like this:

• My Account. If you wish to revise your personal 

and/or contact data, you can do this here. 

• My Users. All users for your organisation are 

shown here. If you wish to revise user data of 

existing users, click on the name of the user. You 

can also revise personal data and rights here and 

make changes in which modules will send this 

user email notifications. Do you wish to add 

additional users? Click on the ‘Create new client 

user’ button. See the appendix for instructions on 

making new users.

• My Clients. Here, you see the organisations to 

which you are linked as user. Here, you can revise 

the organisational data. You can also change the 

password and change the mobile numbers and/or 

rights of existing users.

Please note: 

• Logging in to the customer portal and approving 

documents is well secured by Baker Tilly through 

double authentication. You need a username, 

email address, password and mobile phone 

number. When logging in and when approving, 

after entering your log-in data, you will receive an 

SMS code on your mobile phone that you must 

then type in to complete the desired action.  

• The menu options under Admin that are visible to 

you as user depend on the rights your 

organisation’s manager have granted you. 

• Your organisation’s manager can grant approval 

right to users. For these actions a pin code is 

required. The pin code will be issued to your 

organization’s manager by your account manager 

upon request. 

• The mobile number and email address may only 

be modified for reasons of security by a user with 

administrator privileges.  

• If you make changes here, they will be submitted 

to your contact at Baker Tilly Berk. Once he/she 

has processed these, your changes will become 

visible in the customer portal.
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Portal management
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Would you like to add or assign rights to a colleague 

as a user in the customer portal? Choose 

‘My users’ in the menu under ‘Portal management’. 

Step 2: User information

Enter a username and an e-mail address. Click on 

the ‘Next’ button to go to Step 3.

Click on the green button ‘Create new client user’. 

Follow the steps below:
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Step 2: User information

Enter a username and an e-mail address. 

Step 3: Rights

Configure the desired rights for the user. The default 

value is full rights. If you wish to specify them, click 

on the blue ‘Specify’ button. 

Click on the ‘Next’ button to go to Step 3.

It will open a list where you can modify the rights for 

each module on the customer portal. Click on the 

‘Next’ button to go to Step 4.
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Create new user
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Step 4: Communication

Specify here which e-mail alerts the user will receive 

for each module in the customer portal. E-mail alerts 

for all modules is the default value.

Step 5: Finish

This screen will show you how you have configured 

the user. The request for the new user will be 

activated by clicking on the green ‘Save’ button. The 

username and password will be e-mailed to the user.

The user will then be able to log into the customer

However, you can turn off alerts for a module by 

clicking on the checkmark next to that module. Click 

on the ‘Next’ button to go to Step 5.

portal. The system will ask for a mobile phone 

number the first time the user logs in. The user will 

then receive the SMS codes at this mobile number for 

logging in and approving any documents.
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Create new user
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Step 6: Add user to multiple clients

Do you have multiple clients (entities) on the portal 

and will the new user be given access to multiple 

clients? If so, the user can be linked to multiple 

clients by following the steps below. 

• Enter the person’s username and give him/her 

access to the desired clients.

• Select ‘My Clients’ In the Portal management 

menu.

• Click on the green button ‘Invite other users for my 

client(s)’.

• A code is displayed on the screen. Make a note of 

this code and send the invitation to the user.

15

Create new user
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Step 7: Added user accepts access

• The user receives an e-mail with the request to log 

into the customer portal.

• After logging in, the user will see the screen 

below. The user is to enter the code that the 

administrator received and noted upon adding the 

user. 

• The user will have access to the configured clients 

after ’accepting’ access to those clients and 

saving changes.

Please note: 

You can configure the approval rights for the user per 

client. Follow the steps in the attachment ‘Modify 

user’s approval rights’.
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User Klant A Klant wants to give you access to the clients below. Do you agree?
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If the administrator of an organisation adds a new 

user, the approval rights for the new user are added 

by default. The approval rights can be modified by the 

administrator of the organisation. A pin code is 

required for that purpose. 

• Step 1: Request pin code. This pin code is 

issued by your relationship manager to the 

administrator of your organisation.

• Step 2: Open the relevant client. Choose ‘My 

Clients’ under the Portal Management menu and 

click on the client for which the user’s rights must 

be modified. 

• Step 3: Open approval rights. After opening the 

client you will see the ‘Approval Rights’ tab on the 

left side. This is a list of all users that have access 

to the client and how their approval rights are 

configured. The first user is always the 

administrator of the organisation. You will see the 

other user(s) by scrolling down.

Step 4: Modify the approval rights

The authorisation can be modified for each document 

type. You can modify the user’s rights by selecting 

‘View’, ‘Optional’, ‘Required’ or ‘None’.

• View: the user can open and view documents.

• Optional: the user can approve documents. This 

user is authorised to approve documents and 

send them directly to the recipient.

• Required: approval by the user is required. When 

selecting this option for multiple users, all users 

must first have given approval before a document 

can be sent to the recipient.

• None: no rights have been configured for the 

user.
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Modify user’s approval rights
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Step 5: Save changes

Save the changes at the bottom of the page. You are 

required to enter a pin code. Enter the pin code here 

that was requested in Step 1.

Step 6: Repeat (optional)

Repeat steps 1-5 when configuring for multiple clients 

in the portal.

Please note: 

• Approval rights can be modified for each client.

• You can configure user rights for each client. 

• A unique pin code is required for each client. 
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Modify user’s approval rights
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This annex is attached in order to clarify the steps 

you, the client, must take when filing a document for 

publication. We make a distinction between a 

preliminary filing and a definitive filing of an adopted 

financial statement.

You will always receive an automatically generated 

email when the document is ready for approval in the 

client portal. Before you receive the email, the 

accountant approves the file. After your approval, the 

document will be sent directly to the Chamber of 

Commerce and will be filed.

Step 1: Start

In the menu, go to the tab “Approval - Approving”.

Step 2: View document

Select the document and click on the document to 

view it. Is the data correct? Go back by clicking on 

the cross in the top-right corner to close the screen.

You can only approve a document after you have 

viewed it. If you try to approve a document without 

viewing it first, a message will appear in a pop-up 

screen during the next step.

19

Instructions for approving documents for 
publication
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Step 3: Asking questions and approving

Question: If you want to ask the branch a question, 

you can choose the option: question? An extra pop-

up screen will appear in which you can leave 

message for your adviser.

Not agreed: Select the red option “Not agreed”. An 

additional pop-up screen will appear in which you can 

provide a reason for rejecting the document. 

After the message is sent, the branch will receive an 

email.

After the message is sent, the branch will receive an 

email.

20

Instructions for approving documents for 
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Approve: Select the option “Approve” if you wish to 

approve the document and submit it to the Chamber 

of Commerce. The following pop-up screen will open: 

“Approving document”. This screen contains an 

external link to the Chamber of Commerce's website 

on which the legal obligations are explained. You will 

also be shown a warning if the document is 

unopened and be given the option to open the 

document.

Step 4: Filing documents

Provisional filing: 

If you answer “no” to the first question: “Was the 

financial statement adopted at the Annual General 

Meeting?”, the document will be filed on a 

provisional basis. See the image below with the 

corresponding message. 
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File an adopted document for publication: Please 

answer “yes” to the first question: “Was the financial 

statement adopted at the Annual General Meeting?”.

The document will be filed on a definitive basis. 

You must then enter the adoption date and filing date. 

22

Instructions for approving documents for 
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Adoption date: The adoption date may already be 

shown if your accountant has entered an adoption 

date for the document. 
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Instructions for approving documents for 
publication
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Step 5: Finalise

Go to “Confirm & shipping” and click on the button 

“Send SMS code”. You will receive a verification code 

by text on your mobile phone. Enter this verification 

code in the correct box and click on the button “Send 

documents”. 

The screen will then show a message stating that the 

document has been successfully approved and sent 

to Baker Tilly and the relevant authorities.

24
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Access to the Customer Portal and Users

• To be able to use the customer portal, the Client 

must use their log-in data to gain access to it.

• The Client accepts and agrees that log-in data 

(email address and mobile phone number) is 

stored in order to allow access to the customer 

portal.

• The Client themselves are responsible for keeping 

the log-in data for their account confidential. If the 

Client knows or suspects that their log-in data 

have gotten into the hands of unauthorised

persons, they must immediately inform Baker Tilly 

(Netherlands) N.V. (further mentioned as BTN) of 

this, while remaining obligated to take effective 

measures themselves such as, for example, 

changing the log-in data. The Client therefore 

accepts and agrees that they are responsible and 

liable at all times for the use of the customer portal 

by third parties using the former’s log-in data. The 

Client indemnifies BTN for all loss and costs 

resulting from and/or related to third-party use of 

the customer portal using the former’s log-in data.

• With the log-in data, the Client has access to an 

administrative account with which they can 

manage their personal environment and create 

accounts for individual users. For example, the 

Client can set the options and limitations of the 

users, all of this within limit set by BTN.

tijde in overeenstemming handelen met hetgeen 

bepaald is in deze Gebruikersvoorwaarden. De 

• The Client ensures that the users act always in 

accordance with that stipulated in these Terms of 

Use. The Client is therefore personally liable for 

the approval of the individual users and all use by 

the users of the customer portal. The Client will 

take appropriate measures to detect and, if 

possible, prevent abuse. The Client indemnifies 

BTN for all loss due to unauthorised action by or 

on behalf of the Client or by individual users.

• The Customer indemnifies BTN for all third-party 

claims based on the claim that the client’s or the 

users’ use of the customer portal is in any way 

unlawful and all claims of third parties because of 

the non-fulfilment of the terms of use by the Client 

or users.

• Without prejudice to the other provisions of these 

Terms, the activities in the context of the customer 

portal, including the use of the customer portal by 

the Client and users, is not:

a. Based on untruths and/or misleading;

b. Hurtful, defamatory, offensive, racist, 

discriminatory or hateful;

c. Erotic or pornographic;

d. Does not contain hyperlinks, torrents or similar 

information that the Client knows or ought to know 

refers to material that infringes third-party rights;

e. Does not consist of the dissemination of 

personal data of third parties without their 

permission or through necessity or the 

transmission of unwanted commercial, charitable 

or idealistic communication;

25
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f. Does not contain viruses, Trojan horses, worms, 

bots or other software that may damage or disable 

or inaccessible computer works or make them 

inaccessible, could delete them or are meant to 

circumvent technical protective measures for the 

service and/or software;

g. Does not consist of the use of any tools and/or 

solutions (proprietary or from third parties) to the 

extent that these are intended to take over any 

content or in any way spider, scrape, scan or 

otherwise unlawfully use and/or view this;

h. Does not consist of the use of the customer 

portal for purposes other than those described in 

the agreement;

i. Does not unreasonably or disproportionately 

make use of the customer portal or hinder the 

functionality of the customer portal;

j. Is, in the opinion of BTN, in violation of public 

decency or good taste;

k. Is in violation of these terms of use, the 

agreement or any applicable law and/or 

regulation;

l. Infringes upon rights of BTN and/or third parties, 

including but not limited to intellectual property 

rights and privacy rights;

m. Is in any way, otherwise unlawful; or

n. In any way harms the interests and good name 

of BTN.

• BTN reserves the right to abridge, modify, refuse 

or delete content from the customer portal if this is 

necessary in the opinion of BTN, without this in 

any way leading to any rights to damages and/or 

liability on the part of BTN.

• If BTN is informed by a third party of unlawful 

content or if there is potentially criminal content, 

BTN is also authorised to pass on the personal 

data of the Client or user to the third party or the 

competent authorities. In such an instance, BTN 

will inform the Client of this fact, unless BTN is 

prohibited by law from doing so.

• Every use of the service is fully for the account 

and risk of the Client.
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Baker Tilly (Netherlands) N.V. trading as Baker Tilly is a 
member of the global network of Baker Tilly International 
Ltd., the members of which are separate and independent 
legal entities. 

Baker Tilly (Netherlands) N.V. is a public limited company 
and is the exclusive contracting party in respect of all 
commissioned work. The company’s general terms and 
conditions, filed with the registry of the Dutch chamber of 
commerce under no. 24425560, which include a limitation of 
liability, are applicable to all work performed and to all legal 
relationships with third parties. 
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